Recently, it was proposed by Cai a new semantic/syntactic/episodic model of language encompassing the sentential meanings, while deriving three corresponding principles from it for machine translation, respectively as first to establish the dictionary of words/phrases, second to translate the grammar, and third to determine the meanings of some words/phrases of multiple meanings by statistical translation. In this article, it is discovered three types of episodic associations for this linguistic model, prospective in applications to statistical translation, as: 1) It is classified the living/natural words and phrases of multiple meanings by behavior, adopting both the zoological/organizational/physical/categorical and affective/behavioral/logic/characteristic/changing characters to classify the nouns and verbs, the affective/behavioral/logic/characteristic/changing/spatial/temporal characters to the adjectives and adverbs, helpful to discern the meanings of them using these episodic associations with others within the sentence. 2) Likewise, it is classified the sentence/paragraph into the category of natural/social subjects like physics, biology, art, economy, etc., which was improved by the Chinese people in television from my original sentential/thematic category. 3) It is suggested to collect the frequent wordpairs during statistical translation, such as "bank money", "war declaration", etc., helpful to determine the episodic associations of some prepositions or terminal "which" clauses. It is suggested to use word episodic symbolization to apply them to computer. It is therefore improved the third principle of machine translation as third to determine the meanings of some words/ phrases of multiple meanings by episodic associations with others using the behavioral classification of words, the categorization of sentence/paragraph and the collection of frequent word-pairs.
Introduction
The natural language of humans is organized from word to sentence to story, making the language able to contain and deliver almost all kinds of information and intention at ease [1] .
Recently, the author proposed a new semantic/syntactic/episodic model of three kinds of linguistic processes in brain, so as to encompass the sentential meanings to the linguistic processes [1] [2] .
From this semantic/syntactic/episodic linguistic model, the author has also derived three principles for guidance of software design of translation machines [2] , as followings: 1) Principle 1 is the necessity to establish the dictionary for translation of words and phrases in machine translation. 2) Principle 2 is the necessity to install the linguistic grammar for reading and forming the sentence from words and phrases in machine translation, arranging such parts of speech as noun, verb and adjective into order. 3) Principle 3 is the necessity to check with statistics for the words and phrases of multiple meanings and figure out one correct meaning of them in machine translation.
The Principles 1 -2 of machine translation are regular and fixed in contents or rules, while the Principle 3 nowadays popularly present as the statistical translation requires to store and rectify the statistical concurrence of word pairs with the accumulation of translation. It is relatively most flexible in application, and accordingly it would be helpful if provided with some common methods to help coordinate the technological applications. In this article, it is newly demonstrated three types of episodic associations for the semantic/syntactic/episodic linguistic model to prospectively help and improve the statistical translation nowadays, while other improvements to statistical translation from visual, auditory inputs and so on are not considered in this paper.
The Brief Semantic/Syntactic/Episodic Model of Language
Recently, Cai extended the present declarative/procedural model of Ullman and Pinker [1] To extend this declarative/procedural model to a new semantic/syntactic/episodic model of three linguistic processes in brain, Cai added that, besides the declarative/procedural processes of language, the episodic coordination of cortical modality by reticular formations was also required for language performance and organization in addition [1] [15] , and the episodic coordination of cortical modalities. Now that it is well evidenced for the episodic coordination of cortical modalities at the sentential level, it is reasonable to in further consider it for story narration. Complex stories certainly require more episodic coordination of cortical modalities. Language disorders occur in narrative discourse skills in patients with various pathologies [16] [17] [18] , demonstrating diversity in cortical modalities. Besides, stuttering is also a disorder of discourse sometimes, as narrative therapy is auxiliary to treatment of stuttering [19] [20] . These facts implicate that episodic modality coordination of cortices is also required at high level during story narration.
In summary, herein it is briefly demonstrated that there are three semantic/ syntactic/episodic linguistic processes present in the human brain. [23] , in which the machine translation is made according to the statistical concurrence of words and contents. The difficulty of this type of machine translation lies in that the statistical concurrence of words and contents is various and limitless from collection, so that it is necessary to further find out some rules to make it more effective, which is difficult. Because of the lack of scientific guidance from linguistics, the present machine translation has mostly chosen one of the two types of methods, and therefore only adopted two linguistic processes rather than the recently revealed three brain linguistic processes. In this regard, the results of machine translation are quite unsatisfactory at present, and the translational mistakes occur everywhere [21] [22] [23] .
Three Principles for Machine Translation
With the recent semantic/syntactic/episodic model of three linguistic processes [1] , it is possible to derive three corresponding principles from them for guidance of software design of translation machines [2] .
From word comprehension as remote declarative memory associations in brain, it can be formulated the first principle for design of translation machines as followings ( 
Behavioral Classification of Living/Natural Words
In this article, it is mainly considered the episodic association of words for the semantic/syntactic/episodic linguistic processes to prospectively improve the statistical translation.
To determine the meaning of a word or phrase of multiple meanings in the sentence or clause, the episodic association of the word with other words in the sentence or clause can provide some important clues. For example, for the word "charge" as noun, it can be interpreted as 1) the duty, 2) the necessity of payment, 3) the amount of money necessary to pay, or 4) the electrical character and quantity, quite different in meanings. Its meaning varies in episodic association with other words in the sentence or clause. Statistical translation with episodic association is helpful to determine one correct meaning.
It is useful to find some common clues for identification of the word or phrase of multiple meanings in the sentence or clause. The word "he" and "she" can think or behavior as a living life, whereas the word "it" cannot in most situations except it means an animal. This is the further classification of pronouns in the present English. Besides, the present verbs have also been further classified into Vt, Vi and link Verb.
The author suggests that many words can similarly be further classified according to the characteristics of them to possibly behave as a living entity or a natural matter, just as the present pronouns "he", "she" and "it". With such further classification of words by behavior, it is helpful to determine the meaning of some words or phrases of multiple meanings in the sentence or clause.
With the above noun "charge" as example, its meanings as duty and the necessity of payment contain the zoological or organizational mind and behavior, while its meanings as the amount of payment and the electrical character or quantity do not contain the living meaning, but the natural character. Herein, it is demonstrated that this clue is useful to identify the meaning of noun "charge", even though not completely.
It is especially important to point out that all contents expressed in language can fall into a special category of sciences. At the individual level, all sentential contents can fall into either physical sciences or life sciences, while at the organizational level; all sentential contents can fall into either natural sciences or social sciences. In this regard, the physical and zoological category can contain all nouns at the individual level, while the categorical and organizational category can contain all nouns at the organizational level. For example, the noun "worker" is zoological, and the noun "team" is organizational, while the noun "hydrogen" is physical, and the noun "element" is categorical. Open Access Library Journal character into logic too. For example, the noun "sun" is physical, the relevant verb "shine" is characteristic, the relevant verb "rotate" is changing, and the relevant verb "bring about" is logic. The noun "patient" is zoological, the relevant verb "fear" is affective, the relevant verb "cry" is behavioral, and the relevant verb "result from" is logic.
Because some nouns, such as "application", are derived from verbs, it is also appropriate to further classify the nouns using the verb classification above as affective/behavioral/logic/characteristic/changing. Therefore, all nouns can be future, which can be classified into the 1) characteristic, 2) behavioral, 3) spatial, 4) temporal characteristics respectively. Besides, such words as "horrible", "exciting" represent the affective psychology, such words as "aggressive", "diligent" represent the behavioral psychology, and such words as "consequent", "thus" represent the logic of the sentential meaning, which should be discerned apart.
In these regards, the adjectives and adverbs can also be classified into the affective/behavioral/logic/characteristic/changing/spatial/temporal characters. Correspondingly, the characteristic/changing/logic/spatial/temporal characters are physical or natural, while the affective/behavioral/logic characters are zoological or social.
It is noted that the name of a person or pet is zoological in psychology, but is physical in body. Thus, the name of a person or pet can be either zoological or physical, while its meaning should be determined in association with the verb, adjective and adverb in the sentence as zoological or physical.
Herein, as shown in Table 2 , it is classified the living/natural nouns and verbs 
Sentential/Paragraphic Categorization
The words within one sentence mostly adapt to the meanings fitting the category of subject of the sentence, such as the physics, biology, art, economy, and so on, in the natural sciences or social sciences. Categorization of the sentential subject can certainly be adopted to help statistical translation. After the natural/social subject of the sentence is categorized as the physics, biology, art, economy, and so on, some words of multiple meanings can be determined to one correct meaning fitting the category of this subject falling in either the natural science or social science, therefore helpful to the statistical translation.
Still with the above noun "charge" as example, if the subject of sentence is categorized by other words as physics, chemistry, computer, and so on, then the meaning of "charge" is most likely to be the electrical character or quantity.
Herein again, with this linguistic example it is demonstrated that the sentential categorization is useful to determine the meaning of "charge".
As mentioned above, complex story narration certainly belongs to the episodic linguistic process and requires more complex episodic coordination. Originally, I adopted the thematic subject of the whole essay or article to help determine the word meanings fitting the subject. However, the Chinese people in television, especially the old people's representatives in Beijing in television on January 11, 2017, strongly argued that they often deviated the main topic while making speech, so that the thematic subject should be improved to the paragraphic subject for the same purpose.
The paragraphic subjects are usually more complex than the sentential subject. Besides the natural/social subjects such as the physics, biology, art, economy, and so on, it is possible to extend the subject to the story of life, personal experience, environmental depiction, and so on successional situations.
Collection of Frequent Word-Pairs
In some situations, the episodic association of words or clauses in the sentence is very intricate. For instance, the prepositions like by, with, through and via can associate in meaning with either noun or verb in the sentence. It is necessary to refer to the frequent word-pairs to determine the episodic associations.
For example it is herein to compare two sentences as: 1) They agreed the war by declaration. 2) They agreed the war with consensus. Using the word-pair "war declaration", it is determined "by declaration" in sentence 1) to modify the Z.-J. Cai DOI: 10.4236/oalib.1103830 8 Open Access Library Journal noun "war", while using the word pair "consensus agree", it is determined "with consensus" in sentence 2) to modify the verb "agreed". Obviously, this example demonstrates that the collection of frequent word-pairs is necessary to the statistical translation of the episodic association of some prepositions.
For another instance, the terminal "which" clause may modify the last noun, and may also manifest the consequence of the former sentence. It is also necessary to use the frequent word-pairs to determine the episodic associations.
For example it is herein also to compare two sentences as: 1) Tomorrow I am going to the park, which is beautiful. 2) Tomorrow I am going to the park, which is expected. Using the word-pair "beautiful park", it is determined the "which"
clause in sentence 1) to modify the noun "park", while using the word pair "I expected", it is determined the "which" clause in sentence 2) to modify the former sentence "Tomorrow I am going to the park". Obviously, this example demonstrates that the collection of frequent word-pairs is also necessary to the statistical translation of episodic associations of terminal "which" clauses.
Word Episodic Symbolization for Computer Applications
Each meaning of a word or phrase belongs the semantic meanings of the word.
For the words and phrases of multiple meanings, there are several semantic meanings of the words/phrases, with each of them belonging to their own behavioral classification and subject category as well as possessing their own wordpairs with others, manifesting three different types of episodic associations.
It is necessary to consider how to implement the application of them to computer. These episodic associations may be easily processed in computer as various databanks for SQL or Oracle. For the behavioral classification and subject category of words, the databank of semantic translation can be designed to contain and promote various relevant episodic associations, as illustrated in the following paragraph. For the collection of frequent word-pairs, they can be collected and stored directly in the specific databank of frequent word-pairs, separate from the data bank for behavioral classification and subject category.
The databank for storing and processing the behavioral classification and subject category of words deserves special demonstration. For a word or phrase of multiple meanings, herein it is recommended to use the symbol ⊥ to separate the multiple meanings. For example, the noun "charge" has several meanings as "duty ⊥ money-payment ⊥ payment-amount ⊥ electrical-quantity". With this symbol, a word of multiple meanings can be processed as if one data including all meanings in the databank.
Herein it is recommended to use another symbol <> to characterize the beha- 
Discussions
Based on the semantic/syntactic/episodic linguistic model, it has been derived the three corresponding principles for machine translation, respectively as first to establish the dictionary of words/phrases, second to translate the grammar, and third to determine the meaning of some words/phrases of multiple meanings by statistical associations with others [2] . In this article, it is further demonstrated three types of episodic associations for this neural model of language, prospectively to improve the statistical machine translation, concretely as the behavioral classification of the living/natural words, the categorization of sentence/paragraph and the collection of frequent word-pairs.
It is noted that the word episodic symbolization herein can store the various episodic associations of a word with the characteristic episodic symbols affiliated with the word, which would be a breakthrough for the computer to process the various episodic meanings in the sentence.
In this regard, due to the prospective improvement of statistical translation by these methods, the third principle of machine translation should correspondingly be improved by using these three methods, as the followings: third to determine the meaning of some words/phrases of multiple meanings by episodic associations with others using the behavioral classification of the living/natural words, the categorization of sentence/paragraph and the collection of frequent word-pairs.
It is necessary to point out that there are still some other methods able to improve the statistical translation, such as using the visual, auditory inputs and associations, and so on. This article only deals with the improvement of statistical 
Conclusion
In this article, it is newly demonstrated three types of episodic associations for the semantic/syntactic/episodic neural model of language, prospectively to help and improve the statistical translation. It is adopted the behavioral characteristics both as zoological/organizational/physical/categorical and affective/behavioral/logic/characteristic/changing to further classify the living/natural nouns and verbs, the affective/behavioral/logic/characteristic/changing/spatial/temporal characteristics to the living/natural adjectives and adverbs, so as to help discern the meaning of words/phrases of multiple meanings with these episodic associations within the sentence or clause. For the same purpose, it is also classified the sentence and paragraph into the category of natural/social subjects such as physics, biology, art, economy, and so on, so as to help discern the meaning of words/phrases of multiple meanings with episodic associations. It is further required to collect the frequent word-pairs during statistical translation, so as to help determine the episodic associations of some prepositions or some terminal "which" clauses. Finally, it is suggested to use word episodic symbolization to apply them to computer. In these respects, it is herein improved the third principle of machine translation as third to determine the meaning of some words/ phrases of multiple meanings by episodic associations with others using the behavioral classification of the living/natural words, the categorization of sentence/paragraph and the collection of frequent word-pairs.
